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W

alker Percy was born in Birmingham, Alabama, on May 7, 1916,
the eldest son of a prosperous lawyer and
a Georgia socialite. In addition to patrician lineage, Percy enjoyed a birthright
of wealth and privilege. With these
amenities, however, came a familial predisposition to depression and suicide.
After their father's suicide in 1929 (and
that of their paternal grandfather), Percy
and his brothers moved with their mothLoxley F. Nichols teaches in the English
and Writing departments at Loyola College in Baltimore, Maryland.

er to their Grandmother Phinizy's house
in Athens, Georgia. The following year
their bachelor cousin, William Alexander Percy, invited the displaced family to
come to Greenville, Mississippi, where
he felt the boys would receive greater
cultural advantages. Delighted with the
stimulating life at Uncle Will's house,
where writers and intellectuals came to
visit routinely, the boys prospered until
the bizarre death of their mother who,
with her youngest son Phin in the car,
drove off a bridge and drowned. Although her death was never determined
definitely to have been a suicide, Phin
suffered for years recalling that his mother had not only refused to swim out of the
car but tried to keep him from escaping
as well. Although he seldom talked
about his father and mother, Walker Percy's grief and perplexit)' at their deaths
continued to haunt him throughout his
life.
Never completely alone or without resources, however, 15-year-old Walker,
14-year-old LeRoy, and ten-year-old
Phin were adopted by Will Percy:
planter, lawyer, poet, and author of
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Lanterns on the l^evee. The Percy boys'
devotion and gratitude to their uncle and
his dramatic influence on their lives cannot be overstated. Even Shelby Foote,
the young friend whom Will Percy recruited to help make his cousins feel welcome in Greenville, found himself similarly enthralled by the possibilities that
life at Mr. Will's house offered.
When Walker showed aptitude in science. Will Percy encouraged him to
study medicine. Thus, following graduation from Greenville High School,
Percy spent four years at Chapel Hill
and then entered Columbia Medical
School, where he specialized in pathology. When not in class or studying, Percy
went to the movies and read, pastimes he
pursued in earnest throughout his life.
He also underwent psychoanalysis, an
experience of apparently negligible value despite the frequency of the sessions
and the duration of the treatment. After
graduation, Percy returned to New York
to intern at Bellevue Hospital, but his
training was interrupted when he contracted tuberculosis. Forced to withdraw
and seek rest cure, Percy spent the next

two years in a TB sanatorium at Saranac
Lake, New York, where he had httle to
do but read and think. Putting aside his
medical books, Percy turned to philosophy and literature; according to Shelby
Foote (who visited him there), "Walker
was holding on to those books for dear
life." While his greatest influence from
this time was Kierkegaard, Percy also
read Heidegger, Marcel, Sartre, Camus,
Mann, Tolstoy, and Dostoyevsky, among
others. Kierkegaard's statement that
Hegel "explained everything under the
sun, except one small detail: what it
means to be a man living in the world
who must die" was crucial to Percy's
emerging shift in thought, since it pinpointed the single shortcoming of science and medicine that made all the difference. After leaving "The San," Percy
spent another four months in a Connecticut sanatorium before being released for good.
Dislodged from his old life and at
loose ends with regard to a new one, Percy stopped briefly in Greenville before
heading west in search of a good climate
and the answers to questions over which
he had long been brooding. At a dude
ranch in Santa Fe, he settled on the
paths he wanted to take. He decided to
b e c o m e a Catholic; to marry Bunt
Townsend, a young woman he had
known for several years; and to give up
medicine in order to write.
Following a simple wedding in New
Orleans on November 6, 1946, and almost a year's stay at Brinkwood (the Percy summer house near Sewanee, Tennessee), the couple returned to New
Orleans where they began instruction in
Catholicism. Reticent to explain his
conversion, Percy usually replied, "What
else is there?" In a more serious moment, however, he confided to an interviewer, "I took it as an intolerable state of
affairs to have found myself in this life
and in this age, which is a disaster by any
calculation, without demanding a gift
commensurate with the offense. So I demanded it." During this stay in New Orleans, Percy discovered the works of
Charles Sanders Peirce, an American
semiodcian and philosopher. Peircean
theory proved to be an abiding interest
and formed the basis of much of Percy's
own work in semiotics. It was also during
this time that Percy began trying in
earnest to write, though his resolve was
undermined to some extent by his love
for New Orleans, a city rich in distracdons. In "New Orleans: Mon Amour,"

Percy says New Orleans is what you
would get if "Marseilles had been
plucked up off the Midi, monkeyed with
by Robert Moses and Hugh Hefner, and
set down off John O'Croats in Scotland."
When life there proved "too seductive,"
he, his wife, and their newly adopted baby daughter, Mary Pratt, moved to Covington, a small town outside of New Orleans reputed (falsely) to be the "second
healthiest place in the world" and a place
Percy felt would be congenial to his
health, his wridng, and his religion. Seven years after Mary Pratt's adoption, the
couple were surprised by the birth of a
daughter whom they named Ann Boyd.
W h e n they discovered that Ann was
deaf, the Percys devoted unlimited time
and travel to seeking special teachers and
programs for her. Although Percy had already begun his investigations into semiotics, Ann's deafness intensified his
study.
Walker Percy was in some ways a man
paradoxically divided between his desire
to be part of a group and his need for
privacy. He joined a college fraternity;
he was a m e m b e r of a church, lunch
groups, and book clubs; he settled in a
Catholic community; he was the father
of a debutante; and though uncomfortable instructing, he sought teaching opportunities mostiy for the company such
gatherings provided. Yet while seeking
congenial society in religious, social, and
literary contexts, Percy remained somewhat distant and self-contained. Despite
efforts to immerse himself in the outside
world, his natural reserve combined with
his intellectual singularity worked to ensure that Percy remained essentially
apart, even (or especially) in his own
hamlet. As he became increasingly disenchanted with the town, he liked to
joke, "though I have lived in Covington
30 years, the Budweizer distributor is better known."
When queried about the possibilities
of writing a memoir, Percy said he
"couldn't think of anything more boring." If his life in Covington was to a
large degree predictable, it hardly seems
to have been boring, considering the vitality of his intellectual and creative existence. The achievements of his writing
career alone are considerable: six novels
and two books of essays. In 1962, he won
the National Book Award for The Moviegoer and invitations, appointments, honorary degrees, and other prizes followed.
Having received unstinting support from
writers such as Shelby Foote, Jean

Stafford, and Caroline Cordon, Percy
was generous in assisting other writers
and students of literature. Most notable
was his pivotal role in getting A Confederacy of Dunces, a novel by deceased author John Kennedy O'Toole, published.
Ironically, the book went on to win a
Pulitzer, a prize that eluded Percy.
Fiction writing was Percy's natural
metier, but he did not settle into it altogether comfortably. Although his greatest achievements were literary, he seems
to have derived the most satisfaction
from his philosophical essays on language and symbol. W h e n Flannery
O'Connor complimented him on The
Moviegoer and told him to "make up another story," her words struck a chord
and perhaps had a different effect than
what she had intended. In his letters,
Percy refers more than once to her comment and expresses doubt about the
legitimacy of "making u p stories" as
though it were somehow an unworthy
occupation for a grown man. In such
moments of insecurity, Percy obviously
yearned for the comfort, the definition,
and the routine of a "real job" or "regular
work." At other times, he expresses such
misgivings in terms of being torn between "thinking" (his serious work in linguistics) and "imagining" ("making up
stories"). Even his particular brand of
fiction—stories that work didactically to
some greater good—reflect the author's
pragmatic bent. Thus, though he eschewed medicine as an occupation, Percy remained at heart a doctor, a man interested in effecting cures.

P

atiick Samway's Walker Percy: A Life
is a dutiful compilation of data, but
the biographer does not accomplish
enough with his material. We learn of
Percy's struggles with depression, his
double with alcohol, the dry spells in his
marriage, but these difficulties never become substantially real. Part of the problem is that Samway's prose style often
lacks clarity and coherence. While the
biographer provides ample facts, he
seems at a loss where application and
summation are concerned. His few attempts at interpretation result in feeble
banalities. C o m m e n t i n g on Percy's
killer concentration, Samway says: "He
found solace in the written word and
could imaginatively explore the unknown worlds that books offer. In particular, Walker seems to have understood
that poetry and fiction give us the second
chance that life seems to deny us." Such
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pedestrian writing bespeaks a superficial
understanding. How, for example, does
the notion that "his casual dress reflected
his inner spirit and put people at ease"
square with the fact that Percy was intensely shy, and what is a "casual" inner
spirit anyway? Finally, the biographer's
use of the too familiar "Walker" throughout, though a minor flaw, is an indicative
one.
The best that can be said of this book
is that the author has avoided two of the
biographical writer's basic sins. Sam way
does not distort or pervert the material to
his own ends, nor does he indulge in posturing. His respect for his subject is apparent. Yet this same respect, perhaps,
prompted him to drop subjects or omit
details that might be embarrassing or
hurtful to Percy's family and friends, resulting in inconsequential detail mixed
with curious silences on important issues, often leaving the reader dangling.
Samway casually verifies suspicions later
on in an aside, an irksome technique
at best. While seeming to issue from a
sense of delicacy, such omissions are
counterbalanced by Samway's unflinching discussion of Percy's trouble with
flatulence and his addiction to Metamucil. Although Jay Tolson's 1992 biography. Walker Percy: Pilgrim in the Ruins,
is unquestionably the better of the two.

The Correspondence of
Shelby Foote
&

Walker Percy
^ ^ T h a v e in mind a futuristic
1 novel dealing with the
decline and fall of the U . S . . . . Of
that and the goodness of God, and
of the merriness of living quite
anonymously in the suburbs,
drinking well, cooking out, attending Mass. . . the goodness of
Brunswick bowling alleys . . .
coming home of an evening, with
the twin rubies of the TV transmitter in the evening sky, having
4 drinks of good sourmash."
—Walker Percy to Shelby Foote,
on the genesis of Love in the Ruins.

Walker Percy: A Life does offer a different
approach, and thus an additional opportunity to view the life of an extraordinary
thinker and writer. While Samway may
not have a great understanding to impart
to the reader, his subject does, and even
the details of Walker Percy's life are a full
measure.
In the Lysis, Plato's dialogue on
friendship, Socrates says that he would
rather have a good friend "than the best
quail or cock to be found," "than the
gold of Darius," or "Darius himself" A
friendship sustaining to mind and spirit,
of inestimable worth, was enjoyed by
Walker Percy and Shelby Foote, as they
themselves reveal in The Correspondence
of Shelby Foote & Walker Percy, a collection of their letters edited by Jay Tolson.
What is initially most striking in these letters is the differences between the two
friends, Percy's irony and circumspection providing an effective contrast to
Foote's exuberance and optimism as expressed in, among other things, their
writing habits. Foote outlined his novels
carefully before he wrote them, whereas
Percy allowed his own to evolve more organically. Also, because Percy's philosophical bent often led him into bogs of
abstraction, fiction gave him a medium
for embodying the ideas he had worked
out in his mind; conversely, fiction gave
Foote, a man centered in the concrete, a
means of discovery. Yet their differences
as men and artists helped to establish a
compatibility that is captured in Percy's
reflection on their Greenville years; "We
were each other's college."
In other ways, Percy and Foote were
very similar. Tolson's observations that
they were "more observers than participants" and that "both were witty, prematurely cynical, irreverent, and generally
attuned to each other's humor" find confirmation in the letters. The two friends
were consummate Southerners and outspoken civil rights supporters (Percy for
religious rather than for sociological or
legal reasons), and, though politically
liberal, they were independent in their
thinking, avoiding strict partisanship. Interestingly, each believed that National
Review treated his work most thoughtfijlly; "Maybe we're conservatives after all,"
Percy adds wryly in passing. It must also
be more than simple coincidence that
Percy received T h e Ingersoll Foundation's prestigious T.S. Eliot Award for
Literature in 1987 and Foote won its
Richard M. Weaver Award for Scholarly
Letters a decade later.
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The Foote-Percy correspondence in
fact belongs predominantly to Foote, his
letters being greater in number (Percy
kept them from 1948, while Foote did
not begin saving Percy's side of the exchange until roughly 1970) as well as
longer and more expansive. In addition
to personal news and in-depth comment
on his own work, Foote's letters include
lengthy discussions of books, movies,
music, and writing. T h e breadth and
depth of Foote's reading (and re-reading)
is astounding; he is invariably going
through Proust or Dostoyevsky or Dante
or whomever for the ninth or tenth time.
Yet his greatest attention is often directed
toward advising and encouraging Percy
in his writing. Even after Percy won the
National Book Award and seemed to be
established, Foote continued to give his
friend unflagging support (and admonishment, when he felt Percy needed it).
If the reader finds Foote's tone occasionally excessive, he is only seconding Foote
himself, who, late in the correspondence, apologizes for his didacticism
and counts Percy a "saint" for having put
up with him. Otherwise, Foote is unfailingly charming and usually right (we can
forgive him for his dismissal of Flannery
O'Connor as a "minor-minor writer").
Among the liveliest passages in the book
are his irreverent updates on his 20-yearlong Civil War project. On September
8, 1960, he writes, "By the end of the
month I expect to have killed Stonewall
Jackson dead as a mackeral"; on January
19, 1970, he is "finally back on pulse,
crossing the Chattahoochee with Sherman and getting ready to send a bullet
straight up James Birdseye McPherson's
ass. A good lodgment"; and by July 10,
1973, he is nearing the end: "I'm working like a fiend, cooking Bobby Lee's
goose but good."
Even though they are fewer, shorter,
and more improvisational, Percy's letters
have their own dramatic presence. Witty and self-deprecating, they are generally introspective. While Foote is self-assured, judging the world in terms of
black and white, Percy is troubled by the
grey. Tolson's claim that the reader finishes the letters "understanding these
two men almost as well as they understood each other" may overstate the case
somewhat, but one certainly leaves the
volume with a feeling for the personal intensity of each of these writers, and a
strong impression of a deeply connected
friendship spanning a period of 60
years.
<?~
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T

his compendium on immigration
by editors of the National Research
Council (NRC) includes the work of 14
scholars, among them economists, demographers, and sociologists. At least
one of the contributors is a strong advocate of high levels of immigration, while
another has recently criticized current
policy for ignoring the decline in skills
and levels of education among recent
immigrants.
Despite the balanced appearance of
the report, its findings immediately became a political hot potato. T h e New
York Times, always a reliable advocate of
mass legal immigration and generous
public benefits for immigrants (as well as
the publisher of Abe Rosenthal's occasional paean to illegal aliens) trumpeted
the economic benefits of immigration—
net additions to Gross Domestic Product
in the range of one to ten billion dollars
annually—while leaving it to other publications to put these figures in perspective: E Magazine and National Review
have noted that one to ten billion dollars
amount to a drop in the bucket of a $7.6
trillion annual economy. This net economic increment, moreover, is the residual of an annual wealth transfer of $140
billion to owners of capital, and $133 billion away from wage and salary earners.
George Borjas has discovered that this redistribution of wealth is caused by wage
depression and labor displacement effected by immigration, although the
transfer of wealth from lower- and middle-class Americans to wealthy ones is
plainly contrary to the trend of public
policy over the last 60 years. A more recent study by the Rand Corporation of
California, where about one-third of all
immigrants are concentrated, finds that

"1 to 1.5% of [California's] adult nativeborn population has left the labor force
or become unemployed because of
immigration." The NRC report, while
citing few local labor market effects, acknowledges—as documented by William Fry of the University of Michigan —
that many black and white displaced
Americans have fled the state.
The fiscal effects of immigration are
undesirable. California and New Jersey,
as states with large immigrant populations, are the object of careful analysis by
the N R C , whose report for 1994-95
shows an immigration-related, additional annual tax burden of $1,174 on every
household in California headed by a native-born American. Assuming that the
fiscal burden were shared nationally, the
tax burden per native household would
rise into the range of $ 15 to $21 for every
million immigrants. This apparently
means that the 27 million foreign-born
persons now in the United States cost
each native household $405 ($15 x 27 =
$405) or more in added taxes (a figure,
however, that does not correspond to the
lower number reported on page 293 of
the study). Overall, the NRC estimates
immigration to impose an annual net fiscal cost of 15 to 20 billion dollars or
more, if California's expensive, statemandated welfare benefits and its preponderance of Mexican and Central
American immigrants, who average less
than an eighth-grade education, are extrapolated nationwide.
Yet these figures are partial, and already outdated. T h e report assumed a
reduction in immigrant welfare and supplementary income entitlements passed
by the 1996 Congress and signed into
law by President Clinton. But in 1997,
lawmakers restored most of these cuts in
transfer payments to all immigrants
legally resident in the United States by
August 1996. The NRC's accounting of
the fiscal burden chargeable to immigration also ignores the added social welfare
spending on behalf of unemployed or
"discouraged" Americans displaced by
immigrants.
Additionally, the cost appears far
greater if the accounting charge for public goods (which constitute 23.7 percent
of all federal outlays, including national
defense, public health, and other categories) are assigned on a pro rata basis to

immigrant-headed households, as is
standard practice with native households. The rationale for not doing so is
that expenditures are fixed and do not
vary with population numbers. Assuming the independence of these expenditures from the volatile immigrant population is, however, simplistic. W h o
would ignore the public health burden
of a large foreign population whose
members are much more likely than the
native population to be infected with diseases such as tuberculosis, hepatitis B
and C, and mosquito-transmitted malaria? Tuberculosis is a renewed threat in
New York City, for example, where the
cost of control has gone from close to zero in the early 1980's to upward of $50
million annually.
T h e decision to exempt immigrants
from a pro rata accounting charge for
public goods seems overly facile, but the
same cannot be said of a second major
accounting strategy involving the cost of
immigration throughout the immigrants' expected lifetimes and those of
their descendants. In fact, immigrant
participation in Social Security has
forseeably negative consequences since
today's working immigrants will age and
become beneficiaries of that system.
Seventy percent of immigrants are less
educated or less skilled than the average
native-born American, meaning that
their individual Social Securit\- contributions are below average when compared with payments made by others in
the labor force. Since Social Security is
a redistributive system, people who contribute less receive a proportionately larger benefit relative to their contribution.
It follows that the system incurs larger
net liabilities for low-wage earners than
for high-wage ones, and that immigrants
as a category account for a particularly
onerous liability because the vast majorit\- are low-wage earners. Professor Donald Huddle estimates that immigrants
contributed $ 12.66 billion (17 percent of
their taxes) to Social Security in 1994,
which made them eligible (under the
current system) for up to $23.16 billion
in benefits. Thus, the net Social Security liability attributable to immigrants in
1994 was $10.5 billion. Although the
benefits-to-contributions ratio is likely to
be reduced across the board, low-wage
earners, such as most immigrants, will al-
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